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Asymptotic preserving boundary conditions for kinetic models
F. Bernard a,∗ , A. Iollo a , G. Puppo b
a

Université de Bordeaux
Talence, Bordeaux, France
b

Università dell’Insubria
Via Valleggio 11, Como, Italy
∗ gabriella.puppo@uninsubria.t

In this work we propose asymptotic preserving boundary conditions for kinetic problems. We concentrate on the
BGK model, and illustrate with several examples why and how the asymptotic limit must be preserved also when
imposing boundary conditions. Next, we illustrate the robustness of the method with examples involving rarefied
flow at several regimes on non trivial geometries.
Recently there has been great attention to the study of Asymptotic Preserving (AP) schemes (see the recent review
[2]), but the same care has not been bestowed on the enforcement of boundary conditions. However, numerical
experiments show clearly that, if proper boundary conditions are not imposed, spurious effects are to be expected,
which prevent convergence to the correct asymptotic limit, [3].
We start from illustrating the problem, and proposing a solution. Next we discuss how to implement kinetic BGK
and ES-BGK models preserving the correct asymptotic limits.
The talk will also illustrate applications. In particular, we will consider the passive transport of a set of particles
on a rarefied flow in a nozzle. These simulations provide useful data for the study of the behaviour of pollutants,
composed of unburnt particles, ejected from satellite thrusters.
References
[1] G. Dimarco L. Pareschi, Numerical methods for kinetic equations. Acta Numerica :1-137, 2014.
[2] F. Bernard, A. Iollo, G. Puppo, Accurate asymptotic preserving boundary conditions for kinetic equations on Cartesian
grids. Acta Numerica to appear on JOMP, 2015.
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A staggered semi-implicit arbitrary high order discontinuous Galerkin
method for the Incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
M. Tavelli

a,∗

, M. Dumbser b

a

Department of Mathematics
University of Trento, Via Sommarive 14, I-38050 Trento, Italy
b

Laboratory of Applied Mathematics, Department of Civil, Environmental and Mechanical Engineering
University of Trento, Via Mesiano 77, I-38123 Trento, Italy
∗ m.tavelli@unitn.it

We present a new arbitrary high order accurate semi-implicit discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method for the solution
of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations on staggered unstructured curved meshes.
The scheme is based on the general ideas proposed in [1, 2] for the arbitrary high order in space and it is then
extended to a fully space-time high order in [3] for the two dimensional case.
While the discrete pressure is defined on the primal grid, the discrete velocity field is defined on an edge-based
dual grid. The method is designed in such a fashion that the entire velocity vector is defined on the edge-based dual
control volumes. Formal substitution of the discrete momentum equation into the discrete continuity equation yields
a sparse block four-diagonal linear equation system for the scalar pressure. The high order in time is then achieved
by considering a pressure gradient formulation on space-time control volumes and introducing a Picard iteration to
update the nonlinear convection.
The flexibility of high order DG methods on curved unstructured meshes allows to discretize even complex physical
domains with rather coarse grids. For the space high order case the main system for the pressure results symmetric
and at least semi-positive definite and hence it allows to use fast iterative linear solver such as CG method. In
addition, all the volume and surface integrals needed by the scheme depend only on the geometry and the polynomial
degree of the basis and test functions and can therefore be precomputed and stored in a preprocessing stage. This
leads to a significant saving in terms of computational effort for the time evolution part. In this way also the extension
to a fully curved isoparametric approach becomes natural and affects only the preprocessing step.
The method can then be extended to a fully three-dimensional arbitrary high order scheme based on staggered
tetrahedral-hexahedral elements. Also in this case, the resulting main system for the pressure is symmetric and in
general semi-positive definite up to the first order in time, extendable to the second order using a Crank-Nicolson
procedure. On the contrary, we loose the symmetry but we get arbitrary high order results also in time, crucial to
obtain good solutions even when high unsteady problems or huge time steps have been considered.
References
[1] M. Dumbser and V. Casulli. A staggered semi-implicit spectral discontinuous galerkin scheme for the shallow water equations. Applied Mathematics and Computation Vol:219(15), 8057-8077, 2013.
[2] M. Tavelli and M. Dumbser. A staggered arbitrary high order semi-implicit discontinuous galerkin method for the two
dimensional incompressible navier-stokes equations. Applied Mathematics and Computation Vol:248, 70-92, 2014.
[3] M. Tavelli and M. Dumbser. A staggered space-time discontinuous galerkin method for the incompressible navier-stokes
equations on two-dimensional triangular meshes. Under review 2015.
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On the Relation between WENO3 and Third-Order Limiter Functions in
Finite Volume Methods
B. Schmidtmann a,∗ , M. Torrilhon a
a

RWTH Aachen University
Schinkelstr. 2, 52062 Aachen, Germany
∗ schmidtmann@mathcces.rwth-aachen.de

We are interested in the numerical solution of hyperbolic conservation laws on the most local compact stencil
consisting of only nearest neighbors. In the Finite Volume setting, the main challenge is the reconstruction of
the interface values which are crucial for the definition of the numerical flux functions and thus, for the order of
accuracy of the resulting scheme. Often, the functions of interest contain smooth parts as well as large gradients,
discontinuities, or shocks. Treating such functions with high-order schemes may lead to undesired effects such
as oscillations. However, what is required is a solution with sharp discontinuities while maintaining high-order
accuracy in smooth regions. One possible way of achieving this is the use of limiter functions in the MUSCL
framework which switch the reconstruction to lower order when necessary. Another possibility is the third-order
variant of the WENO family, called WENO3 which was introduced by Jiang and Shu [3]. In this work, we will recast
both methods in the same framework to demonstrate the relation between Finite Volume limiter functions and the
way WENO3 performs limiting. Special attention is given to the limiter function developed by Čada and Torrilhon
[2], which is based on the local double logarithmic reconstruction function of Artebrant and Schroll [1]. The
limiter contains a decision criterion which distinguishes between discontinuities and smooth extrema, containing a
parameter r, which is the radius of a so-called asymptotic region, [2]. Unfortunately, r remains unspecified. Our
analysis shows that r can be coupled to the solution. Thus, our newly-developed limiter function does not require
an artificial parameter. Instead, it uses only information of the initial condition. We compare our insights with the
formulation of the weight-functions in WENO3. The weights as defined in [3] contain a parameter ε which was
originally introduced to avoid the division by zero. However, we will show that ε has a significant influence on the
behavior of the reconstruction and relating ε to r allows us to give a clarifying interpretation. The comparison of
both approaches proves fruitful for either one and allows further insight into limiter functions.
References
[1] Artebrant, R. and Schroll, H.J. Conservative logarithmic reconstructions and finite volume methods.SIAM Journal on
Scientific Computing,27(1):294-314, 2005.
[2] Čada, M. and Torrilhon, M. Compact third-order limiter functions for finite volume methods. Journal of Computational
Physics,228(11):4118-4145, 2009.
[3] Jiang, G. S. and Shu, C. W. Efficient implementation of weighted ENO schemes. Journal of Computational
Physics,126(1):202-228, 1996.
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Automated parameters for troubled-cell indicators using outlier detection
Mathea J. Vuik a,∗ , Jennifer K. Ryan b
a

Delft Institute of Applied Mathematics, Delft University of Technology
Mekelweg 4, 2628CD Delft, The Netherlands
b

School of Mathematics, University of East Anglia
Norwich NR4 7TJ, United Kingdom
∗ M.J.Vuik@tudelft.nl

In general, solutions of nonlinear hyperbolic PDE’s contain shocks or develop discontinuities. One option for improving the numerical treatment of the spurious oscillations that occur near these artifacts is through the application
of a limiter. The cells where such treatment is necessary are referred to as troubled cells, which are selected using a troubled-cell indicator. Examples are the KXRCF shock detector, the minmod-based TVB indicator, and the
modified multiwavelet troubled-cell indicator.
The current troubled-cell indicators perform well as long as a suitable, problem-dependent parameter is chosen. An
inappropriate choice of the parameter will result in detection of too few or too many elements. Detection of too few
elements leads to spurious oscillations, since not enough elements are limited. If too many elements are detected,
then the limiter is applied too often, and therefore the method is more costly and the approximation smooths out
after a long time. The optimal parameter is chosen such that the minimal number of troubled cells is detected and
the resulting approximation is free of spurious oscillations. In general, many tests are required to obtain this optimal
parameter for each problem.
In this presentation, we will see that the sudden increase or decrease of the indicator value with respect to the
neighboring values is important for detection. Indication basically reduces to detecting the outliers of a vector (one
dimension) or matrix (two dimensions). This is done using Tukey’s boxplot approach to detect which coefficients in
a vector are straying far beyond others [2].
We provide an algorithm that can be applied to various troubled-cell indication variables. Using this technique, the
problem-dependent parameter that the original indicator requires, is no longer necessary, as the parameter will be
chosen automatically.
We will apply this technique to the modified multiwavelet troubled-cell indicator [3, 4], which can be used to detect
discontinuities in (the derivatives of) the DG approximation. Here, Alpert’s multiwavelet basis is used [1]. We will
use either the original indicator (with an optimal parameter), or the outlier-detection technique. In that way, the
performance of the new technique can be easily compared to the current method.
References
[1] B.K. Alpert. A Class of Bases in L2 for the Sparse Representation of Integral Operators. SIAM Journal on Mathematical
Analysis 24: 246–262, 1993.
[2] J.W. Tukey. Exploratory Data Analysis. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1977.
[3] M.J. Vuik, J.K. Ryan. Multiwavelet troubled-cell indicator for discontinuity detection of discontinuous Galerkin schemes.
Journal of Computational Physics 270: 138–160, 2014.
[4] M.J. Vuik, J.K. Ryan. Multiwavelets and jumps in DG approximations. In: Proceedings of ICOSAHOM 2014, to appear.
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Accuracy analysis of finite difference Weighted Essentially Non Oscillatory
schemes and boundary extrapolation techniques for complex domains
A. Aràndiga a , A. Baeza a , P. Mulet a,∗ , D. Zorı́o a
a

Dpt. matemàtica aplicada, Universitat de València
Av. Vicent Andrés Estellés, s/n, 46100, València, Spain
∗ mulet@uv.es

Finite difference WENO schemes [4, 5] have become an efficient method for the approximate solution of multidimensional hyperbolic conservation laws. These schemes follow a method of lines strategy, for which the spatial
discretization is obtained by numerical differentiation of reconstruction of fluxes. Higher order accuracy can then
be obtained from highly accurate reconstructions.
In [1] we analyze Jiang-Shu’s smoothness indicators [4], for any stencil length, and their derived weights, obtaining
that they have accuracy properties that give maximal order schemes. In [2] we analyze the faster converging weights
proposed in [8] to conclude that the accuracy of the schemes obtained from these weights near discontinuities deteriorate with respect to classical ENO schemes. We obtain a modification of these weights with both faster converging
properties at smooth regions, regardless of neighboring extrema, and enough accuracy near discontinuities.
Finite difference WENO schemes can be quite readily designed as long as the underlying mesh is an equispaced
Cartesian mesh. In this context, the application of suitable numerical boundary conditions for hyperbolic conservation laws on domains with complex geometry has become a problem with certain difficulty that has been tackled
in different ways according to the nature of the numerical methods and mesh type ([6, 7]). In [3] we propose an
extrapolation technique on structured Cartesian meshes (which, as opposed to non-structured meshes, can not be
adapted to the morphology of the domain boundary) of the information in the interior of the computational domain
to ghost cells. This technique is based on the application of Lagrange interpolation with a previous filter for the
detection of discontinuities that permits a data dependent extrapolation, with higher order at smooth regions and
essentially non oscillatory properties near discontinuities.
References
[1] F. Aràndiga, A. Baeza, A. M. Belda, P. Mulet, Analysis of WENO schemes for full and global accuracy SIAM J. Numer.
Anal. 49:893–915, 2011.
[2] F. Aràndiga, M.C. Martı́, P. Mulet Weights design for maximal order WENO schemes, J. Sci. Comput. 60:641–659, 2014.
[3] Antonio Baeza, Pep Mulet, David Zoro, High order boundary extrapolation technique for finite difference methods on
complex domains with Cartesian meshes, preprint, December, 2014, http://gata.uv.es/reports/GrAN1411.pdf.
[4] Guang-Shan Jiang and Chi-Wang Shu. Efficient implementation of Weighted ENO schemes. Journal Of Computational
Physics, 126:202–228, 1996.
[5] C.-W. Shu and S. Osher. Efficient implementation of essentially non-oscillatory shock-capturing schemes, II. J. comput.
Phys., 83: 32–78, 1989.
[6] B. Sjogreen and N.A. Petersson. A cartesian embedded boundary method for hyperbolic conservation laws. Communications In Computational Physics, 2:1199-1219, 2006.
[7] Sirui Tan and Chi-Wang Shu. Inverse Lax-Wendroff procedure for numerical boundary conditions of conservation laws.
Journal Of Computational Physics, 229:8144–8166, 2010.
[8] N. K. Yamaleev and M. H. Carpenter. A systematic methodology for constructing high-order energy stable WENO
schemes. J. Comput. Phys., 228:4248–4272, 2009.
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A third order h-adaptive finite volume solver based on CWENO and the
numerical entropy production
M. Semplice a,∗ , I. Cravero a , A. Coco b , G. Puppo c , G. Russo d
a

Università di Torino

b

Bristol University

c

Università dell’Insubria

d

Università di Catania

∗ matteo.semplice@unito.it

This work is part of a project to construct high order h-adaptive finite volume scheme. Recently the idea of numerical entropy production [1] was extended to the case of balance laws [2] and this suggest to look for third order
reconstruction procedure that can maintain its accuracy on non-uniform meshes.
In this respect, the Compact-WENO (CWENO) reconstruction of [3] is a more viable candidate than the traditional
WENO reconstruction of third order. In fact, this latter relies on coefficients that depend on the mesh geometry and
that would need to be recomputed after each mesh adaption step. Moreover, CWENO computes a reconstruction
polynomial that is uniformly accurate in the whole cell and thus can be employed to compute a third order accurate
reconstruction at interior points of the cell, which is needed for well-balanced quadratures. In this work, we extend
the CWENO reconstruction to non-uniform meshes in one and two space dimensions and employ it in the construction of third order accurate h-adaptive schemes for conservation [2] and balance laws[2]. A short discussion on the
role of the parameter appearing in the nonlinear weights will be provided [5]. Numerous tests compare the WENO
and CWENO reconstructions and illustrate the behaviour of the resulting scheme.
References
[1] Puppo, Semplice - Numerical entropy and adaptivity for finite volume schemes - CiCP (2011)
[2] Puppo, Semplice - Well-balanced high order schemes on non-uniform grids and entropy residuals http://arxiv.org/abs/1403.4112 (Submitted to J. Sci. Comput.)
[3] Levy, Puppo, Russo - Compact central WENO schemes for multidimensional conservation laws - SIAM J. Sci. Comput.
(2000)
[4] Coco, Russo, Semplice - Adaptive Mesh Refinement for Hyperbolic Systems based on Third-Order Compact WENO Reconstruction - http://arxiv.org/abs/1407.4296 (Submitted to J. Sci. Comput.)
[5] Cravero, Semplice - On the accuracy of WENO and CWENO reconstructions of third order on nonuniform meshes http://arxiv.org/abs/1503.00736 (Submitted to J. Sci. Comput.)
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Smoothness-Increasing Accuracy-Conserving filtering for discontinuous
Galerkin methods with source terms
Jennifer K. Ryan a,∗
a

University of East Anglia
Norwich NR4 7TJ, United Kingdom
∗ Jennifer.Ryan@uea.ac.uk

Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods exhibit hidden accuracy which should be used to further the betterment of
the approximation. One method is to implement a convolution kernel approach that improves the order of accuracy
from k + 1 to order 2k + m for time-dependent linear convection-diffusion equations, where k is the highest degree
polynomial used in the approximation and m depends upon the choice of the numerical flux.
In this talk, we discuss the accuracy enhancing capabilities of the Smoothness-Increasing Accuracy-Conserving
(SIAC) filter for DG solutions to hyperbolic equations with smooth source terms. We discuss theoretical and
computational results and the possibilities for accuracy enhancement. We implement the Smoothness-Increasing
Accuracy-Conserving filter that enhances accuracy by utilizing information contained in the negative-order norm.
The local postprocessing technique that makes use of the information contained in the negative-order norm was originally developed by Bramble and Schatz in the context of continuous finite element methods for elliptic problems
[1]. They demonstrated that it is possible to construct a better approximation by convoluting the finite element solution with a local averaging operator in the neighborhood of a point x, where the convergence in the negative-order
norms was higher than L2 −norm. Cockburn, Luskin, Shu, and Suli established a framework to apply this technique
to linear hyperbolic equations in the context of the Discontinuous Galerkin methods [2]. Numerical experiments
showed that the post-processing had a positive impact on nonlinear hyperbolic equations [3, 4]. This technique is labelled as a SIAC filter and was extended to nonuniform meshes, higher-order derivatives, and as a filtering technique
to improve the visualization of streamlines [5, 6, 7].
References
[1] J.H. Bramble, A.H. Schatz. Higher order local accuracy by averaging in the finite element method. Mathematics of Computation, 31: 94-111, 1977.
[2] B. Cockburn, M. Luskin, C.-W. Shu, E. Suli. Enhanced accuracy by postprocessing for finite element methods for hyperbolic equations. Mathematics of Computation, 72: 577-606, 2003.
[3] L. Ji, Y. Xu, J.K. Ryan. Accuracy Enhancement for the linear convection-diffusion equation in multiple dimensions. Mathematics of Computation, 81: 1929-1950, 2012.
[4] L. Ji, Y. Xu, J.K. Ryan. Negative-order norm estimates for nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws. Journal of Scientific
Computing, 54: 269-310, 2013.
[5] J.K. Ryan, B. Cockburn. Local Derivative Post-processing for the discontinuous Galerkin method. Journal of Computational Physics, 228: 8642 - 8664, 2009.
[6] J.K. Ryan, C.-W. Shu, H. Atkins. Extension of a post-processing technique for the discontinuous Galerkin method for
hyperbolic equations with application to an aeroacoustic problem. SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing, 26: 821-843,
2005.
[7] M. Steffan, S. Curtis, R.M. Kirby, J.K. Ryan. Investigation of Smoothness Enhancing Accuracy-Conserving Filters for
Improving Streamline Integration Through Discontinuous Fields. IEEE-TVCG, 14: 680 - 692, 2008.
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A comparison between well-balanced numerical approaches for the
simulation of shallow flows on bottom discontinuities
V. Caleffi a,∗ , A. Valiani a
a

Department of Engineering, University of Ferrara
Via G. Saragat, 1, 44122 Ferrara, Italy
∗ valerio.caleffi@unife.it

In last two decades, in the context of the Shallow Water Equations (SWE) numerical integration, the efforts of many
researchers were devoted to conceive techniques for the exact preservation of motionless state over non-flat bottom.
Recently, such efforts are mainly oriented to the proper treatment of the bottom discontinuities and to the exact
preservation of moving water steady flow. The well-known definition of well-balanced scheme for quiescent flow is
therefore extended to steady flows. At the present state of art a large number of techniques for the well-balancing of
a SWE model in the case of a quiescent flow exists whilst very few approaches for the well-balancing of a moving
steady flow are available.
In this work we give a contribution to the well-balancing of SWE models for moving steady flow, indicating how
some key elements of the standard approaches have to be changed to improve the overall behavior of the schemes.
We have focused our attention on both the classical finite volume formulation and the path-conservative formulation, inside a unified context represented by third-order accurate discontinuous Galerkin schemes. In particular, a
comparison between five numerical treatments of the bottom discontinuities is presented.
We consider three widespread approaches that perform well if the motionless state has to be preserved. First, a
simple technique, which consists in a proper initialization of the bed elevation that imposes the continuity of the
bottom profile is taken into account [1]. Then, we consider the hydrostatic reconstruction method [2] and a pathconservative scheme based on a linear integration path [3].
We than consider two further approaches (the former characterized by a limited diffusion and the latter original)
which are promising for the preservation of a moving-water steady state. The former is obtained modifying the
hydrostatic reconstruction as suggested in [4]. This method is characterized by a correction of the numerical flux
based on the local conservation of the total head. The last model is obtained improving the path-conservative scheme
using a curvilinear path. The non-linear path is defined imposing the local conservation of the total head and the
discharge at the cell-interfaces.
Several test cases are used to verify the accuracy, the well-balancing, the behavior in simulating a quiescent flow
and the resolution of the models in simulating unsteady flows. A specific test case is also introduced to highlight
the difference between the five schemes when a steady moving flow interacts with a bottom step.

References
[1] G. Kesserwani, Q. Liang. A conservative high-order discontinuous Galerkin method for the shallow water equations with
arbitrary topography. International Journal For Numerical Methods In Engineering 86:47–69, 2011.
[2] E. Audusse, F. Bouchut, M.O. Bristeau, R. Klein, B. Perthame. A fast and stable well-balanced scheme with hydrostatic
reconstruction for shallow water flows. SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing 25:2050–2065, 2004.
[3] C. Parés. Numerical methods for nonconservative hyperbolic systems: a theoretical framework. SIAM Journal on Numerical Analysis 44:300–321, 2006.
[4] V. Caleffi, A. Valiani. Well-balanced bottom discontinuities treatment for high-order shallow water equations WENO
scheme. ASCE Journal of Engineering Mechanics 135:684–696, 2009.
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A posteriori subcell limiting of the discontinuous Galerkin finite element
method for hyperbolic conservation laws
M. Dumbser a,∗
a

Department of Civil, Environmental and Mechanical Engineering
University of Trento, Via Mesiano 77, 38123 Trento, Italy
∗ michael.dumbser@ing.unitn.it

We propose a novel a posteriori finite volume subcell limiter technique for the Discontinuous Galerkin finite element
method for nonlinear systems of hyperbolic conservation laws in multiple space dimensions that works well for
arbitrary high order of accuracy in space and time and that does not destroy the natural subcell resolution properties
of the DG method. High order time discretization is achieved via a one-step ADER approach that uses a local
space-time discontinuous Galerkin predictor method to evolve the data locally in time within each cell.
Our new limiting strategy is based on the so-called MOOD paradigm, which a posteriori verifies the validity of a
discrete candidate solution against physical and numerical detection criteria after each time step. Here, we employ
a relaxed discrete maximum principle in the sense of piecewise polynomials and the positivity of the numerical
solution as detection criteria. Within the DG scheme on the main grid, the discrete solution is represented by piecewise polynomials of degree N . For those troubled cells that need limiting, our new limiter approach recomputes
the discrete solution by scattering the DG polynomials at the previous time step onto a set of Ns = 2N + 1 finite
volume subcells per space dimension. A robust but accurate ADER-WENO finite volume scheme then updates the
subcell averages of the conservative variables within the detected troubled cells. The recomputed subcell averages
are subsequently gathered back into high order cell-centered DG polynomials on the main grid via a subgrid reconstruction operator. The choice of Ns = 2N + 1 subcells is optimal since it allows to match the maximum admissible
time step of the finite volume scheme on the subgrid with the maximum admissible time step of the DG scheme on
the main grid, minimizing at the same time also the local truncation error of the subcell finite volume scheme. It
furthermore provides an excellent subcell resolution of discontinuities.
Our new approach is therefore radically different from classical DG limiters, where the limiter is using TVB or
(H)WENO reconstruction based on the discrete solution of the DG scheme on the main grid at the new time level.
In our case, the discrete solution is recomputed within the troubled cells from the old time level using a different
and more robust numerical scheme on a subgrid level.
We illustrate the performance of the new aposteriori subcell ADER-WENO finite volume limiter approach for very
high order DG methods via the simulation of numerous test cases run on Cartesian grids in two and three space
dimensions, using DG schemes of up to tenth order of accuracy in space and time N = 9. The method is also able
to run on massively parallel large scale supercomputing infrastructure, which is shown via one 3D test problem that
uses 10 billion space-time degrees of freedom per time step.
We will furthermore show extensions of the present approach to space-time adaptive Cartesian grids (AMR).
References
[1] M. Dumbser, O. Zanotti, R. Loubere and S. Diot. A Posteriori Subcell Limiting of the Discontinuous Galerkin Finite
Element Method for Hyperbolic Conservation Laws. Journal of Computational Physics 278:47-75, 2014.

